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St. Louil, Millouri 

"UFOI - MYTH AND MYSTERY" 

by 

Stanton T. Friedman 
Nuclear PhYlicilt 

INTRODUCTION 

I have had the privilige of speaking about flying 
saucera ("Flying Saucers are Real") to more than lZS 
college and profelaioD&! audience I acrols the country 
and in Canada since late 1967. These talkl which have 
always been followed by question and answer ses sioDS 
and have included many diacullioDl with radio, tele
vision, and newspaper reporters have given me a unique 
opportunity to determine what all kiDds of people thiDk 
about UFOs and related matters. This article lummari
zel lome of the myths aDd mysteriel of UFOs a. I see 
them. Hopefully. it wID help lift the "laughter curtain" 
and the ignorance barrier which have 10 far tended to 
prevent meaDiDgful public dilcussion on this falciDating 

'and important subject. I will Itresl that my own conclu
sion is that the earth is being vilited by intelligently 
controlled vehicles from off the earth. 

.MX!!!:. "UFO Sightingl are Rare" 

Th:ere are mythl and mylteries on both sidel of the 
UFO fence. AlmOlt everyone - believer. DOnbeliever. 
and agnostic leems to believe "Sightingl are DOt common" 
- the believers lay there have been good lightingl by 
relpectable people - the nonbelieverl Ihout that the only 
people who lee UFOI are drUDks, kookl, profit leekerl 
and other UDtrultworthy oblerverl. What are the fact~? 

A Gallup Poll taken in 1966 Ihowed that about 
5 million adult Americanl believed that they had leen a 
UFO. An even larger. more detailed (and much lesl 
publicized) poll taken for the University of Colorado study 
on UFOs in 1968 concluded that about 3 . 75 million adult 
Americanl believe that they have leen UFOI and indi
cated that the actual number could fall within the range 
of 1 to 5 million. This givel you lome idea of the 
accuracy of polls in which one is dealing with only a few 
percent of the small group polled in the lint place. 
A much more recent and more meaDiDgful (to me) poll 
was conducted by Indultrial Relearch magazine in the 
winter of 1971. The resUlt. help deatroy many mythl 
and are presented in their entirety in Table 1 . 

Table 1. Opinion Poll 
(From Indultrial Relearch, April 1971) 

Q I : Do"au ~Ii,u ' hili UFO. ",is" 
Definitely ... . .. 20'110 Probably not ....... 23'110 
Probably .. ........ 34 Definitely not .. .... • 
Undecided .. . ..... IS 

Q 2: Do you k"ow an)lOft(' who t:itJimJ 'A Mvr fU" " 

UFOl 
Ya ... . . ... .••• .• 36'110 No •... . . . •. .. . •• . 64" 

Q J : H"v, "au .vrr ob_rvrd " UFO )lo .. ,ulll 
Yes .... . . .. . . . . II" Perhaps ........ . . . 14" 
No '" .. . .. .. .. . .. 711 

Q 4: Do )10" ,hi"" ,h", _ p«JpI, .,Ito oburv, .. UFO 
" port ,hrir lirh,i" , 'a " .. ,hor/,i,,1 

MOIl repon . . . . . IS" Few report ...• • • 36" 
Some report ....... 49 

Q ,: Do ,.., ..... ., ... ,.,..,.,..., '- ___ .u 
III "',or--.. ---. UF"., 

Y. '" . ...... . ... :24 .. No ... .... ....... . 76 .. 

Q6:1",.. ....... -'Iw-' ..... O/tlwC ..... If.,., GIl UFO, .,,,,,,,.., . 

Y ........... . ... m.. No ... . ........... ... 

Q 7: Do ,.., ,.",. ...... ,.,..,.,..., IItoIM _,,.,, 

':;':;O;:-n" fO ------ for ___ ., 

Y . .. ...... . .. . .. .., .. No • ••.. . .••• • •• .• ,. .. 

Q .: I, )lOll nHUiMr ... ,..."", 0/ UFO ~. 
.,,,.,. • ,.., ,1tiM ,,,,, ,.",.,., 

~ .... .. ..... . 32 .. CoauIuriII .... 0.6" 
U~.~ •• 2~ UndIcIded .. .. ... 3,.. 

(Poll reprinted with permillion of Industrial Renarch 
Inc., Beverly Shorel, Ind. 46301.) 

I believe that this poll delervel (and probably will 
get) very wide circulation. IR b aent to 90, 000 people 
involved in research and development work across the 
cOUDtry. AI a lcientilt I tend to believe that the 
number of kookl involved ought to be quite small liDce 
Z7"!o of its readers have a PhD, another Z6"!o have a 
malterl degree and an additional 44"" have a bachelora 
degree. Incidentally, the magazine il DOt available on 
the newltands so the ballot boxel could not have been 
ealily loaded by either lide of the opinion conflict. 
Over Z700 readerl rei ponded to the queltioDS presented 
in the January 1971 blue. Note that 8,,0 of this large 
group of professional scientist. and engineers definitely 
believe that they have oblerved a UFO with another 14"'. 
indicating that they may have seen one . Thele figures 
match extremely well the results of the polls which I 
perlonally take after each of my lecturel. I have eon
siltently fOUDd that 5 to IS.,. of the people who attend my 
talks have seen a UFO. Usually the sighterl themlelves 
seem surpriaed that they are not the only ones who have 
seen one. I allo find that only about 1 in ZS of thele 
observerl - have officially reported what they have leen. 
As an interelting Sidelight, I have also asked many 
audiences "How may have had polio?" In every inltance 
there have been fewer victims of polio than there have 
been UFO oblervers - though every state hal lawl about 
polio innoculations and millionl are spent to do lome
thing about polio . It would seem that the anguish of the 
UFO observer who getl laughed at by hil friendl and the 
media and is seriously .frightened or curioul about what 
he has observed iI at least as much -of a mental health 
problem. as polio is a medical problem. The myth, then, 
is that Slghtings are rare and only by UDtrustworthy 
people. The reality is that sightingl are common and 
often by profusional, quite trustworthy people. . 

"The p~r.centage of UFO sightings which remain 
unidentlfled after inveltigation is very lmall 
(UDder 3",0) and the only reaaon some lightings 
haven' t been identified is that there waln't 
enough information available about the lighting .. 

Thil myth has been fOltered by both non-believe ... 
and the government prell releasel. It i~ patently 
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absurd, primarily because every large scale scientific 
study has developed a greater percentage of unknowns 
and there has always been a category in the Air Force 
sighting tabulations known as "insufficient information" . 
This latter designation was, unfortunately, not used by 
Dr. E. U. Condon's staff so the situation is blurred in 
the Condon report which has no categorization at all of 
the 117 sightings investigated by the University of 
Colorado, though careful analysis of the Condon report 
reveals that 30% (not the widely quoted 10%) were un
knowns. Fortunately, the much larger (2199 versus 117 
sightings) and more extensive study done 16 years earlier 
by Battelle Memorial Institute, and published in Project 
Blue Book Special Report 14, gives a breakdown of 
sightings by both category and quality as shown in 
Tables 2 and 3. 

Table 2. Categorization of UFO 
Sighting Reports 

Category Number Ratio, 
% 

Astronomical 479 21. 8 
Aircraft 474 21. 6 
Balloon 339 15.4 
Other (misc.) 233 10.6 
UNKNOWN 434 19.7 
Insufficient 

Information 240 10.9 

Total 2199 100% 

Data from reference 2 

Table 3. Quality Distribution of UNKNOWNS 

Insuffi-
Quality 

No. 0/0 of Un- 0/0 of cient 
Group Total knowns Group [nforma-

tion 

Excellent 213 9 . 7 71 33.3 9 
Good 757 34.5 188 24.8 27 
Doubtful 794 36.0 103 13.0 III 
Poor 435 19.8 7Z 16.6 93 

Total 2199 1000/0 434 19 . 7 240 

Data from reference 2 

% of 
Group 

4 . 2 
3.6 

14 . 0 
21.4 

10 . 9 

These tables were not made public at the time the 
study was completed (1955) but a widely distributed and 
highly deceptive press release included the following 
statement by the then Secretary of the Air Force, 
Donald Quarles: "On the basis of this study we believe 
that no objects such as those popularly described as 
flying saucers have overflown the United States. I feel 
certain that even the unknown three percent could have ~ 
been explained as conventional phenomena or illusions 
if more complete observational data had been available." 

It was carefully not pointed out that the " 3%" had 
nothing to do with thell 99 sightings (of which 19 . 7% were 
Unknowns) but only r eferred to a small group of 131 n 
s i ghtings looked at unde r pressure to reduce (by one ~u 
m eans or anothe r) the percentage of Unknowns in the six 
m onths p r eceding the issuance of the press release. 
The n otion that e ven the Unknowns could have been iden
tified if m ore data had b een available was completely 
falae. Neither of these fac ts s topped newspapers around 
the country from putting out a rticles lauding the "com
prehensive" Air Force s tud y and s aying that saucers 
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don't exist. The Los Angeles Times even added an edi 
torial a few days later stresaing the low (3~.) percentage 
and the notion that even those could have been identified, 
etc., ad nausewn. This idea becomes especially repug
nant When one examines the quality distribution and finds 
that the better the quality of the sightings the MORE 
likely they could.!!£! be identified and the least likely that 
they were "insufficient information" sightings. This is 
exactly what one would expect if the UNKNOWNS were 
indeed different from the KNOWNS. My detailed com- i 
ments concerning this data are spelled out in detail in 
the references . 

Suffice to say here that a careful examination of this 
docwnent leads one directly to the explanation that some 
of the objects which were reported were intelligently con
trolled extraterrestrial vehicles observed by competent 
observers for an extended period of time under good view
ing conditions. As with many technical reports I have 
scanned over the years, the conclusions and press re
leases bear little relationship to the data. The fact that 
the government would not make copies ava.ila.hle for 
examination by the press and scientific community even 
though the report was unclassWed is in itself signWcant 
as is the fact that so few scientists have discussed it in 
detaU. 1l only Condon would have soberly sifted and 
tabulated his data as well. It is not at all obvious from 
Condon's summary chapters that he even read the rest 
of the report written by his colleagues. U he read 
Project Blue Book Special Report 14, he gives DO indica
tion of it in his book. 

.M.!!!!: "Only kooks, quacks, and little old ladies 
in tennis shoes believe or are interested 
in UFOs." 

During a recent TV interview the interviewer re
peatedly insisted to me that only little old ladies in tennis 
shoes and various quacks believe in or are were.ted in 
UFOs. "No scientists believe in UFOs", he said. 
Joe Pyne told me, on camera, ·that he knew of no other 
scientist who believed in UFOs . It may be significant 
that both these programs were done in Los Angeles which 
has a worldwide reputation for being the kook capital of 
the world (as well as the aerospace center). The news
men seem to think that with all the space age scientists 
around, if UFOs were real these guys would be telling 
the newsmen - none of the local space scientists seemed 
to be willing to speak up publicly, at least until I got to 
the LA area in 1969, so it was preswned that there was 
nothing to UFOs . It is taking me a while to get the 
mediamen to listen. 

The point is that it is indeed clear that many, many 
other scientists believe that UFOs are worth studying 
and a substantial nwnber believe that they are extra
terrestrial. One just has to look in the right places. 
Ten of the twelve scientists testifying at the hearings 
held by the House Committee on Science and Astronautics 
(1968) clearly indicated that they thought this problem 
was one worthy of scientists' involvement - many seemed 
to lean (usually very carefully) to the extraterrestrial 
hypothesis. As the only one without a PhD degree I felt 
I had less to lose (besides my job, that is) and came out 
four square for extraterrestrial. 

Several of these same scientists also indicated their 
interest and commitment to solving the UFO problem in 
the published proceedings of the seminar on UFOs held by 
the National Amateur Astronomers Convention in Denver 
in 1969. APRO lists a few dozen scientific consultants 
on their Board of Advisors (almost all with PhD degrees). 
The Industrial Research Poll (Table 1) showed that 54"', 
of the research and development community believe UFO. 
exist in contrast to only 310/0 who think they don't. Some 
scientists couldn't make up their minds or at least ad
mitted they didn't have enough data to make a judgment. 
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Every large scale poll including the Gallup and the ones 
taken for Condon indicated that more education means 
greater likelihood for belief in life in outer space and 
UFO reality. 

With regard to interest on the part of profeuional 
people I can certainly cite my own experience in lectur
ing to dozens of technical societies acro •• the country. 
It is clear that most of the members have never heard of 
me but must have turned out because they had heard that 
I had a legitimate technical background in advanced 
nuclear and space development programs and that the 
title of my talk was a straightforward "nying Saucer. 
ARE Real" - rather than some wi.hy-walhy fence strat
tling one. The Engineering Society of Detroit - hardly 
a kook group or an ivory tower organization - was sold 
out for my dinner talk three weeks in advance, for 1008 
people. Record crowds also turned out at the Engineer
ing Society of Cincinnati, several sections of the Institute 
of Electrical and Electronic Engineera and of the Ameri
can Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, as well as 
the Pittsburgh Chemists Society, the Los Alamos 
Scientific Laboratory, Westinghouse and Gulf Research 
Labs, and nwnerous other such groups. The question 
and answer sessions revealed far more interest than 
hostility, and frequently went on and on until the halls 
had to be cleared to keep the janitors happy. 

As a clear and definite indication of a broad 
community-wide interest, I can again cite the turnouts 
at my college talks . Several colleges have apologized 
in advance of my talk for the apathy of their campus and 
then had to turn people away for the talk. Overflow 
crowds have been the rule rather than the exception -
almost ZOOO at E. Carolina State University, about 1600 
at New Mexico State University, about 1800 at College 
of the Sequoias, lZ00 at Merced College, etc., etc., 
In most cases the audiences included a substantial nwnber 
of townspeople as well as college students and faculty 
members. Perhaps an even better indication of high 
community interest (even if underground until I showed 
up) is provided by the kind of newspaper response I re
ceived AFTER the talks. In February 1971, six of 
seven college talks had overflow audiences .and f~ur of 
the six received front page favorable non-ridiculing 
coverage. The other two recei~ed no c?v~ra~e. Any
body who believes that the thinking pubhc 18n t b;,.terested 
in a serious approach to UFOs is incorrect and Ignorant 
of the fac ts . 

Incidentally, for those who may believe that only 
kooks attend the Giant Rock (I.:,alifornia) convention, I 
can testify that after each of my two appearances there, 
I was thanked quietly by many professlona! people who 
attended more or less incognito. 

MXI.!!: "You can't get here from there . " 

One of the most common myths, again amongst 
both believers and non-believers, is that travel between 
earth and other solar systems is impossible . Thus, if 
we are being visited, "they" must be from either another 
planet in our solar system or from a 4~.d.ime.nsion . 
" parallel universe" or from a secret clV111zation - In the n center of the earth, under the oceans , or buried under ~ 

u~ the poles, etc . 1 don't deny the remote possibility of 
e i ther a parallel universe or of secre.t bases (bases . 
would require much smaller installations than an mdl- ~ 
genous advanced society would probably require). How-

ij 
eve r, I s ee no need for invoking them - travel to the 
star s is feasible with the knowledge we have today. 
This does not mean you can buy tickets for a trip to-

~ 
m or r ow , only that we have the technology to plan trips 
to the sta r s . The question is, do we want to spend the ~ 
money on the requi r ed development program? ?? No 

scientific breakthrough. luch as revocatiOJl of the law. 
of gravity or relativity. 

Published studies such as those by Spencer aDd JaH. 
of the Jet Propul.ion Laboratory at the CalUoraia 
Institute of Technology clearly show that staged fulon or 
£1 .. ion propulsion system. would be capable of providing 
trips to nearby stars in roUDd trip times le .. thaD 50 
years. We forget that there 11 very little rea1st&Dce to 
acceleration once one geta away from large gravitT field 
regions such as Dear the euth, moon, or sun aDd that 
fusion (the proce •• which powers H-bomb. &Dd the sun) 
provides millions of times &I much eDergy pel' particle 
expelled a. chemical reactions. At eveD a DOmlnal 
acceleratioD of ouly oDe-G, ODe can very qulckly reac:h 
extremely high speeds: 100,000 mph at the eDCI of OJle 
hour if starting from aD eanl! orbit, &Dd 1. 8 mWiOD mph 
after a day. Remember there 11 DO frictiOJl "oat there" 
and that the fuel for fuioD system. i. the mo.t readUy 
available material in the universe - DUIlely hydro,eD 
isotope.. One Deed DOt invoke &Dti-,ravity, space tlme 
warping, matter, anti-matter &DDibll&tlon or other prob
ably achievable (but DOt terribly sooa) approaches . One 
also must bear in mind that there are maDJ" IIt&r. and 
undoubtedly many solar system. in the universe much 
older than our own sun and that somebody oat there (If 
not almost everybody) may have developed fine schemes 
for interstellar travel a milllOJl or bl1l1on years ago. 
Note too, that at high speede we would take advaatage of 
the gravitational and magnetic fields produced by the 
stars. 

~ "The flnlteDe .. of the .peed of li,ht and 
maD'S short life lpan forever llm1t our 
exploration of the universe to nearby 
stars. " 

..... -
Everybody seems to have gotten the idea that 

Einstein's findings reetrict our travel because a. they 
solemnly proclaim, DOthing can go faster than the speed 
of light. Thus, the shortest time for a round trip to a 
star ten li,ht years away, even neglectin, the , time to 
accelerate and decelerate is ZO years . Right?? No -
wroDg, at least for space ships if not for light photon. 
which unlike men and machines have no maes. The 
Einsteinian laws of relativity, as a matter of fact, are 
what make it possible to explore the univeree in times 
compatible with human life spane, - for the voyagers, if 
not for their friends back home. Relativity says that as 
the velocity of a mas. approaches very closely to the 
velocity of light, time, in effect, slows down for the mass 
though not for the observer. This effect has been re
peatedly proved for particles and must be taken into 
account in the design of high energy accelerators for 
physics research. Dave Froning (of McDonnell:-Douglas) 
presented the following information to illustrate in a 
simplified form the contrast between vehicle time and 
observer time for trips made in a hypothetical inter
stellar spaceship accelerating at I-G during the initial 
part of the journey and decelerating at I-G for the final 
half. Obviously most of such a journey would be made at 
velocities very, very close to the speed of light. 

Interstellar Journey 

Earth to Nearest 
Star 

Earth to Center of 
Milky Way Galaxy 

Earth to Nearest 
Spiral Galaxy 

Earth to Limits of 
Universe as now 

Journey Duration 
Earth Time 

6 years 

30,000 years 

750,000 years 

30 billion years 

Journey Duration 
Vehicle Time 

3 yea~s 

19 yearl 

ij laws of physics prevent such trips and we don't need 

3 Postulated . 
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These numbers may boggle the mind but they cer
tainly provide food for thought for our descendents even 
if not for us, without funds for SSTs, no less Interstellar 
transports. 

MYSTER Y: "Why do I prefer the ter~ Earth 
Excursion Module rather than UFO?" 

In an invited paper which I presented in Las Vegas 
(to a technical meeting, not the local shills and dealers 
association) in September of 1970, I suggested that a 
better term than UFO would be Earth Excursion Module. 
A number of reporters have since picked up the term. 
I prefer it for those sightings of what appear to be intel
ligently-controlled vehicles whose behavior and con
figuration indicate an origin off the earth because, it 
seems to me, far more descriptive of the function of 
these objects than UFO which is a much broader and less 
specific term covering too wide a range of phenomena. 
The analogy between the reported actions and behavior of 
our own Lunar Excursion Modules and their oddly dres
sed pilots and the many reported UFOs on the ground as 
mentioned elsewhere is a real one. In both cases we 
have strange shaped (compared to airplanes, balloons or 
helicopters) craft able to land in unprepared out-of-the
way places with no assistance from people at the landing 

. sites. In both cases the pilots look weird by normal 
standards though they all appear to be " humanoid" . In 
each case, the pilots have been observed by reliable 
witnesses to seek out and gather specimens, to pick up 
artifacts, and to apparently gambol aimlessly in what 
appears to be a childish fashion. The duration of the stay 
is limited and in each case the humanoids finally re-enter 
their Excursion Modules and take off again without local 
assistance and without leaving someone behind . Definite 
marks are made on the take-off site. In both cases the 
Excursion Modules have been observed to rendezvous 
with mother ships and to apparently take off for another 
heavenly body at high speed. In both cases the reported 
mother ships look nothing like conventional airplanes or 
the rockets used to boost our spaceships into orbit . I 
might add that the fastest manned craft on earth are the 
Apollo Command modules capable of re-entering the 
earth's atInosphere at speeds around Z~, 000 ~iles an 
hour and looking nothing like a conventlonal au plane -
no wings, external engines, t~il surfa~es, ~o sharp sur
faces and very little heavy, high-melting pomt metal 
visible. I have stood next to several squat, round, 
symmetric Apollo Command Modules and quite f~ankly 
was very much impressed with how much more llke UFOs 
they look than like airplanes designed for much lower 
speeds. One should also note the difference between the 
Command Modules and the Lunar Excursion Modules. 
Though they perform somewhat si~lar functions the,r are 
quite different because they are de81gned to operate m. 
different environments . This suggests that mother ships 
and Excursion Modules need not look alike - which again 
holds for the Earth Excursion Modules since we typically 
find that the mother ships are zeppelin or cigar-shaped 
rather than saucer-shaped. Clearly the environment 
in far out space is very different in alInost every possible 
way from the environment within the earth's atInosphere. 
In short, it seems to me about time to use our own know
ledge of advanced technology and space travel to try to 
understand Earth Excursion Modules rather than being 
stuck with a landlubber approach . 

MYSTERY: " Why haven't scientists and newsmen 
dug into the UFO problem in the sazne 
vigorous manner in which crime and 
corruption, cyclamates and nuclear 
structure have been dealt with??? 

He r e one has to s pe culate . One obvious reason is 
that bot h groups t ended to accept the malarkey put out by 
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the Air Force which falsely indicated that there really 
wasn't any basis for belief in the reality of UFOs and 
further that the Air Force was maintaining a full blown 
scientific study of UFOs. Another reason was the fact 
that much of the earlier information was kept s ecret and 
was inaccessible to interested parties though the Air 
Force often stressed that it was not keeping anything 
back - a necessary but very deceptive practice to protect 
classified material . As an example, Project Blue Book 
Reports I through lZ, which were administrative progress 
reports put out prior to the release of the unclassified I 

Blue Book Special Report 14, were all stamped either 
Secret or Confidential until the mid 1960's. Condon says 
they were declassified in 1960 but the three reports which 
I obtained in 1964 were still classified. 

Another reason for lack of effort is that neither I 

scientists nor newsmen like to be taken in by hoaxsters 
or con-men of which there have been many in the UFO I 
world and both like to work with problems having a high 
slgnal-to-noise ratio. Scientists at least, usually like to 
work with nice clean, controllable, reproducible systems 
rather than in~lligently controlled vehicles appearing at 
the whim of the pilots rather than at the beck and call of 
nature or of the observing scientist. 

Perhaps most important of all is that the UFO prob
lem came on the scene well before the space age. We 
were not prepared either emotionally or technologically. 
A very great many people in influential positi~na ~ the 
late 40's still believed that man was the only lntelli~~nt 
creature in the universe . They thought that the maxunum 
speed of airplanes was the speed of sound, .proved that 
very rapidly moving objects would burn up 10 the atmos
phere, "knew" that the blunt body shape was all wrong for 
a fast vehicle which obviously required a streamllnt:.d 
sharp-nosed and winged craft. There were also many 
who were certain that travel to even the moon was 
impossible. 

In an article in the 8 January 1956 Los Angeles 
Times, the newly appointed British Astronomer Royal, 
Richard Wooley, was quoted as saying that "talk of going 
soon to the moon was utter bilge and tales of flying 
saucers were all rather rot". The same article notes 
that Wooley's predecessor had predicted man will travel 
into space "about ZOO or 300 years fron now" . He had 
called stories about flying saucers "bunk". It was further 
noted in the same article that the Greenwich Observatory 
Director, Thomas Gold, said "observatory research has 
Ph'0ved that a layer of dust up to 6000 feet thick covers 
t e moon. The moon dust is so loosely packed that no 
traveler would be able to walk on it". I suppose he 
neglected to tell our lunar astronauts that they wouldn't 
be able to walk around up there no less play golf in the 
dust. Proof must be a different concept to an astronomer 
than it is to me . 

It is rather fun to dig out the old pronouncements by 
astronomers whose track record about predicting the 
technology of the future is absolutely terrible and includes 
many even more foolish statements than those above. 
Astronomers aren't the only naysayers around, however, 
Dr. Lee DeForest, "father of electronics" and inventor 
of the vacuum tube is quoted in the St. ' Louis Post Dis
patch (Z5 February 1957): "To place a man in a multi
stage rocket and project him into the controlling gravita
tional field of the moon where the passengers can make 
scientific observations, perhaps land alive, and then re
turn to earth - all that constitutes a wild dreazn worthy 
of Jules Verne. I am bold enough to say that such a man
made moon voyage will never occur regardless of all 
future scientific advances. " 

I mention these statements not so much to ridicule 
thoughtless, unimaginative, egotistical people but to 
point out the average Joe Scientist or John Newsman 
would have to have been fighting the system pretty strongly 
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to take on the "expertl" and consider UFOs seriously 
even in the fairly recent past. 

FlDally the "laughter curtain" mentioned earlier has 
not only kept mOlt lighters from reporting their sightings 
but hal kept many newsmen and scientists from risking 
their profeSlional reputations by sticking their necks 
out to request funds for investigation of UFOs. In the 
case of the scientistl, I can personally testify that my 
managers at two different major manufacturing concerns 
requested that I not make any public statements about 
UFOs because they were afraid such statements might 
jeopardize exilting and potential development contracts 
from the government. Two PhD scientists in responsible 
positioD8 with large employers in the LA area reluctantly 
turned down invitationl to testify at the Congres sional 
hearings in July of 1968 because their employers told 
them to maintain a low visibllity with rega.rd to their UFO 
activities. U this Imelb like coercion or ceD80rship -
it is certainly not the first or the last time employers 

. have put the lid on their employees about controversial 
subjects. 

The strange part about all this is that almost every
body who believes in UFOs behaves as if they believe 
that nobody else but themselves believes in UFOs -
despite the fact that all the Polls show that a majority of 
the people around, especially the younger ones, believe 
in the reality of UFOs with the percentage of believers 
increasing as the education level increased and the age 
decreased. Thb is why I think that a few of the right 
people speaking out can very quickly create a landslide of 
interest and support since all it takel is somebody to 
"tap" the interest and existing belief. Sometimes I see 
my own role as that of the boy in the tale of the Emperor's 
clothes pointing out that aa everybody knows but is afraid 
to admit, the cale against the UFO is bare of realon, 
and factual backing. and cazmot compare with the full dreaa 
suit of facts . supporting UFO reality. 

Incide~ta1ly. I'know that most naysaying scientists 
and newsmen haven't studied the facts about UFOs be
cause I ask my audiences how many have read each of 
the four most useful sources of information about UFOs 
including "Project Blue Book Special Report 14", "The 
UFO Evidence", "The Symposiwn on UFOs," and even the 
"Scientific Study of Unldentified Flying Objects" (the 
Condon Report) . Perhaps Z-3cr;" have looked at the 
Condon report but almost invariably the percentage who 
have examined the others is less than 10/". One might 
say ignorance is bliss. 

MYSTERY: Why was Condon so negat.i.ve? . 
Was it a government-sponsored whitewash? 

and oth.er anti- UFO penoD8. lincerely felt tha.t he wal 
rendermg a service to society by protecting us againlt 
such foolilh notioD8 al UFO I • Unfortunately. I believe 
that this feeling was and is based upon fulfWment of hil 
own psychological needs rather than upon any senlible 
lcientific balis. Remember that Dr. CondoD wal just 
short of hil 6 Sth birthday at the time the study rea11y got 
under way. He had been a prominent scientist for more 
than 30 yearl and had bee preaideDt of such groupl of 
hil peers al the Amedcan PhYlical Society. the American 
ASlociation for the Advancement of Science, the American 
Association for PhYlics Teacherl. He had been at the 
center of things for a lon, time without doing anything 
about UFOs. U they were real he wolild have to admit 
that he had ignored them for &1l tha.t time. He il an old 
friend and fellow member of the National Academy of 
Science I of Donald Menzel. Harvard Astronomer. who 
had long ago "shown" tha.t UFOI were all explainable. 
Condon wal not at &1l accustomed to being challenged by 
younger scientistl luch al Jim McDonald or mYlelf. Hil 
own visions of hil own areater importance would certainly 
be punctured if UFOI were not only real but their occu
pants had falled to come knocking at hil door or that of 
the National Academy of Scienciel. In phone conversa
tions with me. he wal far more emotional in hil reactions 
to his critiCI than rational in response to the content of 
their criticism. 

In short, it is my belief that Condon as one of the 
high priests of ZOth century lcience wu reacting in a 
simllar fashion to the priewtl of the 16th-18th centuries 
who rejected Copenlicua' notionl about the lun replacing 
the earth in the middle of the universe. If the new notiOD8 
are true, then the older prielts are lesl important than 
they would like 'to believe. Menzel reacted in a limUar 
fashion with baseleaa attackl on Jim McDonald at the pre
viously mentioned AAAS Sympolium. The proceed!Ds1 of 
that symposium should be puhllihed in 1972 by COnlell 
Unlversity Preaa and lhould provide a falclDating coDtralt 
between the comments of thole who have ltudied the data 
and those enamored of their own notionl and importuu:e 
without benefit of examiDation of the data. Jim McDonalch 
paper "Twenty-Two Years of Inadequate !nveltigation" is 
especially impreaaive. 

Many newsmen who didn't bother to examine the data 
did seem to be taken in by the Condon report but as an 
indication that truth will out no matter how prominent the 
teller of untruths, it is worth noting the reaction to the 
Condon report by professional scientists and engineers. 
Drs. J. Allan Hynek and Jim McDonald, have reviewed it 
in detail and found it wanting in many specific respects. 
A UFO subcommittee set up by the prestigious American 
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AlAA) published 
its evaluation of the UFO problem and found, perhaps too 
generously, that it was a scientific study but that one 
could come to the opposite conclusions from Dr. Condon 

Condon's contribution to the University of Colorado ~ on the basis of the data in the report itself. The committe 
study was certainly negative and his actions since the noted that careful study of the report reveals that 30% of 
publication of the study even more so. For example, the 117 cases studied in detail could not be identified. 
he published a vicious, mindless paper "UFOs I have ~ "The opposite conclusions could have been drawn from the 
Loved and Lost" after the completion of the repor.t with content of the report, namely that a phenomenon with such 
no useful information about UFOs, though he had Just a high ratio of unexplained cases (30"10) should arouse 
spent $5~9. OO~ of our ~oney to study UFOs. He refused ~ sufficient scientific curiosity to continue its study . " The 
to partic1pate ln ~nd tned very hard to prevent the hold- committee is publishing other articles in the relative 
ing of three sesSlons of pape~s on UFOs by ~hD level. obscurity of the Aeronautics and Astronautics Journal 

~ scientistll at the annual meetin~ of th.e Amerlc~n Assoc1a- ~ which I hope will receive more publicity than its conciu-
tion for the Advancem.ent of SC1ence ln Boston 1n sions. It is refreshing to note that the silent ma ' ori 

~ 
December 1969, sendmg a seven-page letter to the mem- (80"i'o) of the Z700 respondents to the Industrial R J ty h 
bers of the board of trustees of the AAAS as well as to i UFO poll also did not believe Condon's I' esearc ~ 
Spiro Agnew, etc . . He became almo~t livid to ~he ~ditors definitive. conc USlons were 
of technical magaz1nes who had prov1ded "str&lght cover . 

age of his UFO study. Without belaboring the point that Condon's co I . 
and the National Academ of Scie nc U810ns 

I had several phone conversations and some corres- totally inadequate I woJd Uk nces review of them were 
n pondence with Condon. I ~o not believe he ~outhed a n omission of the C~ndon re rt~ to.mention s~me sins of ~ 
U government-sponsored whitewash. I do beheve that he, U readers of the tud PO. sms not ObVlOUS to mOlt 
~ lik. Do"" M ... d. WI1ll= M.rkowltz. PhiUp KI.... 5- • y-
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Nowhere in the report is there any mention of the 
largest study of UFOs ever conducted, "Project Blue 
Book Special Report 14", though it was also Air Force 
financed, involved only professional scientists and 
engineers, was not classified, and was loaded with useful 
data, besides covering more than 18 times as many cases 
as did the Condon report. It is standard practice in 
scientific work to refer to earlier work in the same field. 
I am absolutely certain that Condon was aware of the 
study because it is discussed in gory detail in a 39-page 
lecture transcript which I sent him and which he acknow
ledged in a letter, as having read with interest. The 
same transcript discussed Jacques Vallee's excellent 
article on UFO landings, and published studies by scien
tists shOWing that interstellar travel is indeed feasible 
with the knowledge we have tOday. Condon laughs at 
stories of outerspace visitors by hamburger stand opera
tor, George Adamski, but fails to mention the Dr. Vallee 
a.rticle. 

He made these foolish statements about interstellar 
travel: 

Page 27 - "Travel of men over interstellar 
distances in the foreseeable future seems now 
to be quite out of the question. " 

Page 28 - "We consider that it is safe to assume 
that no intelligent life outside our solar system 
has any possibility of visiting earth in the next 
1 0,000 years. " 

Do note that if these statements were true, then flying 
saucers could not be the product of civilizations of other 
solar systems and if there are no advanced civilizations 
which have developed indigenously on the other planets 
in our solar system, then there is no point in studying 
UFOs at all. The answer to the question of UFO reality 
is "not so" - without spending $539,000. The only possi
ble basis for the second statement would be .an assurance 
from the scheduling agent of the Intragalactlc !ransport 
System that no craft were scheduled to pass this way for 
another 10,000 years (by which time they hoped we would 
clear up our pollution problem) . 

Condon gave no indication to me that he had talked 
with the scheduling agent. He, also in the fin:~ rep~\ 

ives no indication of having examined the stu les ~ c f had referred him to concerning the feas.ibility of l~ter
stellar travel. I wouldn ' t mind so much lf he had dlS
missed them as inadequate (t~oug~ they are not) but to 
ignore them entirely is not sClentific. 

subject of a bOOk, but it is not even mentioned in the 
Condon report. 

Last but not least of this mini-Ust of oml .. ions h 
any discussion in a 4Z-page chapter "Atmospheric Elec
tricityand Plasma Interpretati ons of UFOs" of my own 
published views on airborne electromagnetically pro
pelled vehicles involving plasmas around vehicles. Thh, 
too, had been transmitted to and read by Condon and is 
tota.lly ignored though I am convinced that an entirely 
new approach to atmospheric propulsion can be derived 
based on a combination of high magnetic fields and inten
tionally created plasmas around symmetric vehicles in 
the atmosphere. Thb combination would explain many 
of the stranger manifes tations of UFOs. Perhaps not 
surprisingly none of the so-called plasma phYSics experts 
called in by Condon for a conference on plasmas and 
UFOs were experts in the interactioDB between vehlcles, 
plasmas and magnetic fields. This area was also not 
mentioned at all by Phil Kla .. in hi. book " UFOs Identi
fied", though he tries to explain most UFOs as atmos
pheric plasmas. Sometinres I wonder a bit about the 
closed-mindedness of the scientists of our day. 

~ "Life as we know it cannot exist on the 
surface of the moon or the other plane
tary bodies in the solar system." 

Such nonsense though frequently expressed is un
worthy of the scientists who express it. There is cer
tainly no doubt that the conditions important for life are 
indeed different on the large bodies in the solar system. 
The composition, temperature, and pressures of the 
atmospheres if any, the presence of moisture, the temp- ~ 
erature of the planetary surface on the other planets may 
all, at first blush, seem totally incompatible with the 
living of life as we know it . Further .co~plications in 
many cases include the absence of built-m protection 
(an atmosphere plus a magnetic field) against such ex
ternal dangers as meteorites, high-e~ergy charged par- ~ 
ticles, cosmic rays, and solar ultraVIolet rays . How
ever, it is quite obvious that an intelligent creature 
(such as man is in his better. moments) i~ pe~fectly capa- ~ 
ble of creating conditions swtable for liVlDg 1Il all sorts 
of odd places such as on the moon (ask Neil Arm~trong 
and Allan Shepherd if life as we know it can surVIve on ~ 
the moon), in outer space, in the depths of the oceans, 
etc. Man is the manipulator supreme of the world around 
himself. Like the turtle, he is capable of carrying ~ong ~ 
his protection and like the camel is capable of carrytng 
along his nourishment. We certainly don't as yet have 
any basis whatsoever for saying that there has never been ~ 

Another significant omission in the re P
6
0r

d
t iS

l
:," . th or even, is not now, intelligent life (I don't much care 

t of the 9 5 ea Ing Wl about Martian or Lunar microbes) on the planet Mars ~r chapter or at least a few pages ou 11 h uld have been on the moon. We have explored only a very small portion ·ust the UNKNOWNS. These after a so . . 
Jthe focus of the study. One can by extended eX&m1

1 
natiti°n of either body, and we know that, if we were to set up a 

f hi h no exp ana on base on either one, it would most likely be, at least. pick out the more than 30 cases or w c . h have 1 In ~ 
was found, but why not focus on them to see If t. e~ initially, buried under lunar rocks or .~ unar caves 

·f th h acter18tics are order to more easily provide the condltions we desire any features in common; to see 1 • e c ar . . dan · th . th t space 
f hi h th dld fln such as an even temperature, air to brea e Wl. ou 

different from the sightings or w c ey biUty sw.ts, protection against solar storms, meteorltes, etc. ~ explanation; to determine typical speeds,. maneuve.ra , 

size, shape, color, duration of observation, location, n One certainly must also ask-the question "would we 

etc . , etc. U be informed by NASA or the Soviet equivalent of any 
Another omission not at all obvious to the casual ~ indications of intelligently controlled artifacts on the. d 

I tt ent to moon or Mars or anywhere else? ? ?" I am not conVlnce reader was any mention of the .ma~y e. e~s s . . that we would _ especially if there was any thought. of ~ 
Dr. Condon by professional sClentists IndlcatlIlg the~t f .ther gettlIl. g "them" (if alive and kicking) on our Sldd

e 
or 

views on UFOs. These letters were sent as the re~ 0 ~ el ul . rgy pro uct-
st that Condon made to me for such expressIons learning the secrets of their prop Slon, ene b d all 

b
a 

reqroufeessl·onal scientists. I had passed the letter on to ion, communication, etc . , systems . Does any ~e~::a y ~ 
y P th t to believe that the astronauts or cosmonauts are fr that y NICAP which had in turn sent copies of e reques than anybody believes we 

scientists having ~tud.ied da~. on U:U~~t i:'::~ttt~~e~~dnlt :;:~~:~ r~~:~~e~h~~r~ruth and nothing but the ~ut~ ~ 
l e tte rs make fasclnatlng rea lng, . . f i htin s h d t earth problems as pollution, e m, 

. t Equally distressing is the omlSS10n 0 s ~ g ~ about suc OWD- 0- in th Ind strJ.al ~~l~';'e d up by members of Condon's e~rly warD1~g net- marijuana, wire tapping, etc.? Note aga e u 
wo rk - one of which is so comprehenSlve that it lS the 
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Research Poll and the fact that 76,. of the respondents do 
not belleve that the government has released all lt knows 
&bout UFOs. Talk about credibility gaps I I 

I should stress that many times some government 
people are also unaware of what others in the govern
ment know, have done, etc. Conslder the position of the 
late Adlai Stevenson at the United Nations just before the 
Bay of Pigs fiasco - totally left out of the information 
circuit so that he made a fool out of himseU. The left 
hand not ollly doesn't always know what the right hand 18 
doing but 18n't always aware of the activities of its own 
fingers. 

.M!.!!!L "No astronaut has observed a UFO. " 

Many newspaper editorials and other articles have 
stated that no sightings have been made by astrODaUts. 
The aerospace writer for the LA Times asked me what 
I can only call an illogical question "How come no astro
naut has seen a UFO?". It isnlt logical because one in 
general works with the information on hand, not with the 
information one does not have avallable. Much more 
important is the fact that Chapter 6 of the Condon report 
includes detalled descriptions of three sightings by orbit
ing astronauts which have still not been explained - all 
from the Gemini series. This chapter by Dr. Franklin 
Roach is one of the better chapters of the Condon report, 
though Condon's summary fails to give adequate attention 
to these observations. 

It should be noted that the Apollo nights, about which 
there have been many rumors concerning UFOs, employ 
a different approach to communications between the 
astronauts and the ground. The radio signals are sent 
directly back to Houston and then rebroadcast with 
Houston having the option of deleting whatever they choose 
to delete with essentially no one outside NASA able to 
monitor the broadcasts. During the earlier Gemini and 
Mercury flights the talk was "in the open" - readlly 
monitored by ham equipment. 

I did once spend over two hours discussing UFOs with 
one of the Apollo astronauts who was extremely interested 
in what I had to say, bought four hard-to-get UFO docu-

, ments but would give me no information at all - not-even 
that which turned up in the Condon report - about astro
naut sightings. 

For those who have never worked on classified 
programs I should stress that the classific~tion gui~es 
for such programs are normally also classified ~o It is, 
practically speaking, impossible to even determme what 
fraction of the astronauts' observations of the earth and 
space is classified. Countrary to some comments I have 
heard much NASA data is secret. The penalties for 
breaking security are extremely rigoro~s and it 18 often 
necessary to lie as a cover story. I believe I can guar
antee as a result of working under security for 14 years 
that the government and its employees can indeed keep 
secrets - despite the fact that some secrets have been 
inadvertently revealed. 

"UFOs violate the law of physics. " 

As a physicist this myth has irked me ever since 
the first time I heard it over a decad~ ag?. It is an ex
cuse for not thinking creatively or sCIentifIcally. It is 
often accompanied by the statement that some aspect or 
other of reported UFO behavior "is impossi.ble':- lD ~ 
both cases what we scientists should be saytng 18 that 
we don't either know how to duplicate the reported 
maneuve r s and actions aDd/or that we dO?'t under~tand 
how they we r e performed. Each gener~t1on of emlnent, 

~ typically elde rly s cientists has told socIety very solemnly 7 

all the things that w.re impo .. ible, ollly to bav. tho •• 
obj.ctiv •• achi.v.d witbiA .hort order by people with 
more humility and a b.tter UDder.taadiDg of the open
endedna .. of the law. of phy.ic. and of the fact that all 
of the law. of physlc. have c.rtain llm1ted r.ams. within 
which they apply. The te.t of the law. is not thell' theo
retical el.ganc. or mathematical complexity bat wheth.r 
or not th.y d •• crib. the r.al world rather thua the id.al
iz.d world of the theoretician. 

On. can say that the law. of biology and phy.ic. pr.
vent a personl• loud •• t .hout. from being heard more 
than a c.rta1Jl di.tance away from the .houter. That 
do •• n't m.an that a megapholle or radio tr&DBm1tter or 
las.~ broadca.ting .ystem canlt be u.ed to have bI. voice 
"h.ard" very much farther away. The lawa of phy.ic • 
tell u. that the 1Dtensity of light from a normal light 
.ourc •• uch a. a light bulb is reduc.d a. the aquaI'. of 
the distance from the light bulb. Thi. do •• not m.an 
that the inten.ity of the light from a lun orHarchlight 
directed in a v.ry, very narrow beam d.cr ..... with the 
.quare of the distanc. from the ••• ourc... Ou can .ay 
that a good explo.ive rele .... the maximum amoUDt of 
energy availabl. in ch.mical .ub.tance •••• ao long a. 
one carefu,lly negl.ct. the nucl.ar en.rgy al.o pre •• nt 
which just happen. to be at leaat a million tim •• gr.ater 
if one pick. the right sub.tanc •• and learna the a.cret. 
(Dew law.) of nature that enable on. to relea •• that energy. 

On. can .ay that, if UFOs were really veblcle. 
going at .peed. of many thousand. of mUe. per hoar in 
the atmosph.re, th.n w. would have to h.ar a .onic boom. 
We don't usually hear ana when UFO. are ob.er.ed .0 
UFOs must not be real b.cau.e they would violate the 
laws of physic. relatiDg to sonic boom productiOD. What 
the true sci.ntist ought to say confronted with thia para
dox is som.body ha. cleverly figur.d out a way to elimi
nate the production of .onic boom. by a .up.raaaic vebl
cle in the atmosph.re. Th. true .cienti.t mitht then 
re-examine the compari.on. betwe.n UFO. and o~ .uper
.onic airplanes. He would note that the .hape. are dra.
tically different and that it is .vident that the mode of 
propulsion must be different .inc. UFO. don't se.m to 
be putting out an exhaust, move relatively .llently, don't 
seem to depend upon lift from wing., don't s.em to be 
restricted to flight along the direction of an engiD.'. 
thrust, and seem able to hover and move vertically as 
well a8 to change direction "instantaneoullly". Airplanes 
on the other hand don't normally create colorful glow. in 
their vicinity, seem invariably to have wings, poor lift 
to drag ratios at low speeds, are designed for motion in 
one direction ollly, have many sharp streamlined rath.r 
than blunt surfaces, and are quite noisy. They are also 
much less symmetric than most reportedly round UFOe 
and have very large maximum dimensions in comparison 
with the actual dimensions of the payload as well all maxi
mum surface-to-volume ratios. 

The glow and a little knowledge of plasma physics 
might suggest that the UFOs somehow modify the flow of 
the air around them at high speed especially since the 
color of the glow changes with changes in velocity. We 
know that if the air were electrically conducting (ionized) 
it could be diverted around the high speed craft Without 
pileup of shock wave or heating 9f the craft - another 
problem we have in high speed flight. The rea.on.makiDg 
the air electrically conducting - which incidentally we 
usually try to avoid but actually do know how to do _ ie 
useful, in that an electrically conducting fluid (an air 
plasma, or seawater, or a liquid metal such as mercury 
sodium, lithium, etc.) can be acted on at a distance by , 
electric and magnetic forces without phYllical contact 
(drag and friction) between the1)O(Jy(witbin which one 
produces the. e~ectrical a~d magnetic fields) and the fluld 
~tself. PhY~IClSts are dOIng this (pushing without touch- . 
Ing) every tune they crank up a particle accelerator such 
as a cyclotron. The amount of energy actually 1m t d 
to the accel.rated particles is usually quite small :~U~h 
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in conventional accelerators an enormous amount of elec
trical power is wasted to generate the magnetic and 
electric fields. The use of superconducting magnets 
enables one to greatly reduce the electrical power con
sumption since there ia no resistance to the flow of an 
electrical current in a superconductor and the size and 
weight of the current carrying wires or coils can be 
enormously reduced because of the absence of a require
ment for carrying off vast amounts of wasted electrical 
energy as heat. 

This may sound very theoretical but as it happens a 
number of papers have been published describing the 
benefits of having a magnet inside a vehicle and an elec
trically conducting fluid with which to interact outside 
the vehi cle. The vehicle might be required to have a 
saucer shape rather than an airplane shape but that is 
the way the cookie crumbles. As noted earlier, sea
water is an electrically conducting fluid. Interactions 
between seawater and a magnet inside a 9-foot long 
electromagnetically propelled submarine designed by 
Dr. Stewart Way, provided noiseleaa motion for the sub
marine in tests in the Pacific Ocean near Santa Barbara. 
CaliforDia, and have been the basis for a number of 
published papers concerning very much larger, more 
efficient submarines propelled by electromagnetic forces. 

Unfortunately, many of my scientific colleagues have 
not heard of the EM sub, are not really aware of the re
cent developments in the fabrication of large (l8-foot 
diameter) compact superconducting coils able to easily 
generate very high magnetic fields. These fields are 
sufficiently strong (and the coils sufficiently light) to be 
used for silent propulsion and can be "charged" by an 
external source of power which need not be carried along 
with the magnet. Thi. would provide a system like an 
electric golf cart which obviously doesn't carry along the 
power source which charges the battery - fortunately 
for the golf courses. My colleagues also seem totally 
unaware of published experiments and analyses which 
indicate that all the problems of high speed flight can be 
mitigated by the use of on-board electromagnetic fields -
including heating, drag and lift control. Condon was 
referred to these references and also neglected them -
par for the course. 

"No UFOs have ever landed on earth. " 

Many people including some who believe in the 
reality of UFOs have told me that no UFOs .have eve~ 
landed. The non-believers get almost ~elllgerent wlth 
the statements, "If they were real, they would have 
landed." "Since they haven't landed they must not be 
real." A strange sentiment indeed in view of the very 
numerous reports of UFO landings from all over the 
world. The ridicule problem "laughter curtain" is, of 
course, much worse for landings than for just plain air
borne sightings and I am certain that only a small. per
centage of landings have been reported . : .. especl~y 
by respectable, responsible persons unWlllmg to ruk n their reputations , 

u~ There are several excellent sources of information 
about UFO landings and the humanoids who are observed 
to get in and out of the UFOs . These are listed in the 
References section. Of special interest to me is the al-

NASA bibliography on the search for extraterrestrial life 
has no reference on UFOs. 

One would expect that the most interesting of all 
UFO sightings for studies by scientiets would be these 
landings. The appearance of objects in the air can be 
quite misleading. It is difficult to get very accurate 
estimates of size, speed, shape, distance, etc., since 
all one can really observe are relative values for each of 

I 
these for things in the air. On the other haDd if one ob
serves something sitting on the ground one has a frame 
of reference which makes it relatively easy to determine 
size and distance. One of the intriguing aspects of the 
study by Dr. Vallee is that the estimates of the size of 
the dozens of landed saucer-shaped craft observed in 
France in 1954 zeroed in on 5 meters in diameter 
(around 16 feet) . Thb dimenaiOJl is not very different 
from the size of either the Apollo Comm&Dd Module 
which landed on earth or the Lunar Excursion Module 
which landed in the boondocks on the moon. Vallee also 
found that the landings seemed to almost always occur out 
in the country away from inhabited areas. They were 
observed by men,_ women, and children going about their 
normal busineaa. TestimOJlY in a court of law of the 
same people on other matters would undoubtedly be taken 
at face value. 

One of the more dbturbing sides of the landings 
question is the cavalier fashion in which Ed Condon, 
Major Keyhoe, and Frank Edwards have each in his own 
way avoided the issue, especially in view of the poten
tially far greater amount of information derivable from 
landings than from things in the sky. CoDdon quotes and 
laughs at Frank Edwards' remarks about George Adamski 
but faUs to even mention Vallee's study of ZOO landings 
through I had informed him of it at some length. Frank 

. Edwards who certainly believed that some UFOs were 
extraterrestrial and that the U. S. Air Force knows all 
about them, spent hali of a lecture he gave in Pittsburgh 
a few months before he died making fun of all sorta of 
contactee and landing stories. I had introduced Frank and 
found out in a conversation after his talk that he had not 
seen the "Humanoids" special issue of the Flying Saucer 
Review. Keyhoe for a long time kept NlCAP from vigor
ously pursuing landing reports and cases like the Barney 
and Betty Hill story. My feeling is that Edwards and 
Keyhoe had labored long and hard to make UFOs respect
able and were afraid of being tarred with the kook brush 
if they seriously suggested that many landings have been 
observed - complete with little guys. Condon, on the 
other hand , was so prejudiced about UFOs and so angry 
at the many people who were in effect, publicly question
ing his integrity (with good reason) - such as John Fuller, 
Dr. David Saunders, and Dr. Jim McDonald that he 
pushed out of his mind anything that might lead to a notion 
of UFO reality. InCidentally, in the Condon report he 
also failed to even mention published studies by scientists 
showing that travel to the stars is feasible and instead 
relied upon older, much less relevant or useful studies to 
help him conclude that one can't get here from there. 
Errors of omission are as serious as errors of commis-
sion. 

MYSTERY: "If they have landed, . 
why haven' t they made contact?" 

~ 
most total unwillingness of other scientists besides 
myself and Jacques Vallee t~ talk about humanoids ~nd ~ 
landings . The issue was skirted by the other 11 SClen-

~ 
tists providing testimony to the congressional hearings ~ 
on UFOs in 1968. Put bluntly, the evidence appears to 

I had a very vehement astronomer at the Allegheny 
Observatory in Pittsburgh tell me angrily that UFOs 
couldn't be real. "No astronomer or other acientist baa 
e ver seen one; if they were coming here we would meal!l
ure their orbits. If they were coming here they would be 
talking to us." He struck out by missing all three of 
these pitches. As indicated in the Industrial Research 
poll and elsewhere, many scientists and astronomers 
have indeed observed UFOs. One of the more interesting 

be overwhelming that humanoids (meaning human-like 
c reatures with Z arms, 2 legs, a head, and a body) who 
we r e born on some other planet have been observed to 
walk on this earth . It is strange indeed that a large 
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aspects of UFO flight seems to be that they do not move 
in ballistic orbits, but seem able to move in wfiitever 
direction they please - not at all in the manDer of orbi
tal type vehicles such as satellites. His ego was show
in:;, concerning the "talking to us" - I suppose he felt 
that since astronomers are concerned with the external 
universe, if visitors were coming from outer space they 
would immediately speak to the astronomers. "They" 
apparently haven't asked for an audience with him or his 
colleagues so obviously we are not being visited. 

I maintain that we need a frame of reference for the 
potential encounters between outerspace visitors and 
earthlings that does ~ involve such an egotistical 
assumption as our eqUality with the visitors . First, we 
have to recognize that it may well be that there have been 
official contacts between ET life and various governments 
on earth without our being informed of them. Many other 
significant, potentially less panicky, events have been 
kept from the peoples of the world by the governments of 
the world - always of course for the "good of the coun
try" or at least the best interests of the governments _ 
it says here in small print. Secondly, we must recog
nize the smallness of both our chunk of space and the 
chunk of time represented by earth's technological and 
sociological development when examined on a cosmic 
level. The planet earth has been around for roughly 
5 billion years . Human type creatures have been on the 
surface of that planet for, at most, about 10,000,000 
years, or 0.20/0 of the earth's history. We have recorded 
history available to influence our own development for 
roughly several thousand years . We have been aware of 
gravity for perhaps 300 years; have flown in powered air
craft for fewer than 75 years - have been capable of re
ceiving a radio signal from outer space for fewer than 
50 years, have discovered the means by which our own 
star, the sun, produces. its energy fewer than 40 years 
ago and duplicated it on more than a lab scale fewer than 
20 years ago - and walked on another body in our own 
solar system for the first time fewer than 3 years ago. 
Some parts of the universe outside of our solar system 
have been around more than 13 billion years. I! we 
could advance from wood fires producing hot air to run 
balloons to the 6 million pound Saturn 5 rocket in a couple 
of hundred years, on what basis can we presume that 
others had not done so billions of years ago or say at 
least 5 billion years after the formation of their stars??? 
Why stop at travel within a quarter of a million miles of 
home (the moon) when the universe is so large? The 
moon is 1. 5 seconds away at the speed of light. The sUD 
is 8 light minutes away at the same speed and the near
est star is under 5 light years away. We are, however, 
aware of stars billions of light years away in all direct
ions. In the light of even our own undoubtedly extremely 
limited knowledge of the universe, interstellar travel is 
as feasible today as moon flights were in 1940 - no "new 
science" needs to be discovered, though if we survive, 
we will undoubtedly discover plenty of new science. 

To return to the apparent absence of contact - we 
should really ask "why should they make contact with 
us? ", which in a very real sense would make us as 
important as they are. I really can't understand any
one's notion that we would be as important, exciting, 
helpful, friendly, informative, etc., to them as they 

~ 
might be to us. Their technology has to be well in ad
vance of our own - quite easily a million years . .. this 
means we would have plenty to gain from them (since 
progress comes from doing things differently) but what 
would they gain from us? I can't see any areas of tech-
nology, agriculture, sociology, religion, cosmology or 
anything else in which we could expect to have informa
tion u s eful t o them that they don't already have; except 
perhaps information about how earthlings will behave 
when we get "out there" and, perhaps information about 
why we b e have in the primitive, anti-humanistic anti-all
religiOUS faiths fashion in which we do indeed behave . 

I 

Can anyone seriously say that the behavior of the socie . 
ties on this planet is desirable, humanistic, rational, or 
religious? ? ? 

I believe that all the jokes about take me to your 
leader are a kind of whistling in the dark means of protec
ting our own egos and of trying to convince ourselves that 
we are OK, important, worthwhUe, etc. 

planet has a leader to be taken to? Would any earthling 
Would any earthlings seriously suggest that this ~ 

seriously suggest and believe that the major governments ~ 
on this planet would willingly and openly share the tech· 
nology that is potentially available as a result of either 
capturing Or being given a saucer to study?? Would any 
earthling seriously suggest that the inhab~tants of this 
planet have shown sufficient responsibUity as "univer
sarians" to be trusted with the kind of "new" energy con
trol and production systems such as must be involved in I 
the saucers?? Do we deserve the gifts of the future 
without having learned how to use the efforts of ~e past? 

Is there any reason to expect that mankind would have 
any more understanding aJ1d acceptance of the motivations 
of our visitors than whites have of blacks, communists 
of capitalists, Arabs of Israelis? How do astronomers 
and other scientiats dare to suggest, aa they have that, 
if "they" were coming here they wouldn't sit over swamps 
when they could visit Paris - they wouldn't land behind 
girls' college dormitories (as if the dormitories were 
why they landed) and wouldn't come near our planet with
out asking our permission or talking to the National. 
Academy of Sciences or dropping in at the White House 
for tea. Surely men who study antheaps, bacteria colo
nies, flocks of kangaroos, or even dolphiDs don't enter 
into formal negotiations with the parties being studied. 
We don't deny the ants, bees, kangaroos and dolphins are 
worth studying or that these creatures have inteWgence. 
We simply don't require their understanding, acceptance, 
love, before we make a move to look over their activities . 
We don.'t expect them to be able to tell us more about 
their activities than we can get from our own studying, 
do we?? 

Before attacking the mystery of why bother coming to 
the earth at all, we should not neglect the many reports 
of individual interactions between ET collectors and 
earthling specimens. I would heartily recommend John 
Fuller's "Interrupted Journey" as a detailed report of 
what I consider to be a genuine interaction between earth
lings and extraterrestrials. It is frightening on the one 
hand that "they" could do as they please with-their speci
mens - but comforting that there did not seem to be any 
d~sire to. injure or in any way permanently da.ma.ge the 
Hills - eIther physically or emotionally . One must ask 
how many other earthlings have been put through the same 
ordeal WIthout discovering it?? After all there are few 
psychiatrists in the country and only a small percentage 
of them use regressive hypnosis on a regular basis, and 
only an even small.er percentage of those who do, have the 
background and skill of Dr. Simon and the raw material 
of the Hills t? work with . I should add that I spent about 
four hours WIth Betty and Barney in November of 1968 a 
few months before Barney's death of natural causes 'in 
February of 1969. I was very im;;esaed with them in 
every respect - intelligence, integrity, sensitivity, open
ness, sense of humor, etc . Incidentally, I am now aware 
of at least on~ c~se O.f persons in the Loa Angeles area 
who ~ave a m1881ng time interval associated with a UFO 
sighting. I would be delighted to learn of othe r s. 

MYSTERY: IOU they are not interested in making contact 
why come here in the first place? " 

ing t~:\~eS~~~ this question is ~n~werable without talk
pilots . However, It 18 worth some specu-
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lation in order to better expand our knowledge of our
lelves and to improve our perspective about the planet 
earth and its inhabitants. I have elsewhere (Reference 5) 
listed ten reasons for visiting earth: some facetioul but 
none totlLlly impollible or implausible. 

Let UI first examine the queltion of the planet earth 
compared to the other planets in this lolar sYltem. 
Earth has a number of unique features. This earth is 
much denser than all of the other planetl (except Pluto) 
and therefore must have some denser materiall on it. 
It has a magnetic field and must therefore have iron-like 
elements in profusion, and some other interelting but 
heavy metals such as uranium, gold, tungsten, platinum, 
and light metals such as aluminum, titaDium, berryWum, 
magnesium and boron. The earth is covered with liquid 
water and gaseous oxygen and nitrogen in a way in which 
no other planet in the solar system is provided. This 
would certainly be of interest to earthling-like creatures. 

The earth-moon system is unique in the solar sys
tem in that the moon is larger compared to the size of 
the earth than is any other planetary lateWte and is also 
further away compared to the size of the mother planet. 
In effect we have a twin planet situation in which one body 
has (at least for awhile) all the nece .. ities of life such as 
light, water, air, relatively even temperatures, as well 
as protection against meteorites, solar ultraviolet, 
cosmic rays, and the solar wind. The moon offers 
working areas having a very high vacuum and a very low 
magnetic field, very dark regions, regions of no elec
tromagnetic background, regions of very low tempera
tures, and low gravity for easy launching of interstellar 
vehicles, and Earth Excursion Modules, and no corro
sive atmosphere to resist flight and damage material I • 

It would make an ideal base from which to receive and 
transmit signals from other star systeml and to provide 
a convenient way station near a place having all kinds of 
other items of interest. 

I should streaa that the earth also has readily avail
able supplies of substances which we weren't aware of 
or at least didn't care about until recently. Hydrogen 
isotopes are here in profusion and might be used to fuel 
fusion propulsion systems. Liquid water is a far more 
convenient form of hydrogen than is gaseous ammonia or 
hydrogen itself. Water, incidentally, has more hydrogen 
per cubic inch than has liquid hydrogen, strange as that 
may seem . 

Many other isotopes are also available along with 
the previously mentioned metals - and others, many of 
which were only lab curiosities until this century - such 
as uranium, rhenium, tantalum, zirconium. The den
sity of the earth and the presence of water vapor, oxy
gen, nitrogen, and a magnetic field can be determined 
from off the earth. 

The earth also is an attractive site for the growing 
of a fantastic variety of substances requiring water and 
sunlight and fertilizer of one sort or another - especially ~ 
if one has access to all locations with an Earth Excursion 
Module. Just consider the variety of farming conditions 
available in terms of type of soil, latitude, growing sea- ~ 
son, altitude, humidity, etc . The sunlight is free and 

~ 
readily available . The atmosphere, ocean, and surfaces 
also provide a convenient source of raw materials for ~ 

~ 
chemical pr ocessing, either here, on board the mother 
ship or on the moon. 

The above discussion is concerned only with the 

ij place - e arth-moon. Let us now discuss the inhabitants 
and other reasons for coming here than using the "Place" ' ~ 
First let us note that the above discussion assumes that 

ij Interstellar travel i s common throughout a good sized ~ n fraction of the unive r s e . This is roughly the equivalent 
U of "yin, tho< "=.0 ...... ru,'to .... "",,"on on •• r'" 
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or that orbital spaceships are common. Not everybody 
fiies across the ocean and certainly not everyone owns 
his own Boeing 747 for so doing, but there are a number 
of very expensive quite large planes making regular 
trips back and forth. Think of the contrast between the 
flights of the 70's and the balloons of a century ago 
(remember Around the World in 80 Days?) and then take 
the steps from 747s to Apollo manned spaceahips which 
go around the earth in .90 minutes. Yet, it takes a lot of 
energy and effort to fiy an Apollo spaceship (or at least i 
the 60 times heavier Saturn rocket) but consider what we 
wW be t:apable of doing in 100 or 1000 or 1,000,000 
years and what progrell others undoubtedly made a 
billion yearl ago out there. 

U you were from an advanced civilization where 
lociology h&d kept pace with technology (or you would 
have been deltroyed), wouldn't you be concerned about 
the 1Dhablt:azlts of a planet on which technology wal well 
ahead of sociology? Wouldn't you rate as primitive a 
lociety for which every new frontier is a place to do 
battle rather than a .timulus for greater brotherhood and 
mutual efforts towardl a better life for all the inhabi
tants of the tiny-.paceahip earth? It may be that the 
intergalactic council hal rulel about interference with 
primitive .pecie •• 0 long as they limit their unplea.ant
ne .. to their own planet but would they be permitted to 
do damage elsewhere? I .eriously doubt it. 

Certainly, in view of the eventl of the palt which 
have included the use of atomic weapons and rocketl 
firlt leparately and then mated together would anyone 
observing the earth from time-to-tlme beUeve that we 
would refrain from .preading our peculiar brand of 
friend.hip to other planetary bodie.? One must alao note 
that the rate of technological progress has been lteadily 
increa.ing .0 that an observer would be concerned not 
nece.sarily about the present but rather about the very 
near (on a co.mic time Icale) future. After all, it took 
Ie .. than three years from the first controlled chain 
reaction to the fir.t atomic bomb and less than four 
from the first satellite to the first manned .pace flight 
and only another eight for the first lunar landing. In 
short, earthlings would give any ob.erver concern for 
where we are going and how we plan to get there. From 
an entirely different viewpoint one might say that we are · 
almost at the point where we would be worth conquering. 
You pays your money and takes your choice. 

.M!.!!!L "No sighting. have occurred in recent years." 

I have had many new.men and other people .ugge.t 
that the whole problem of UFOs has in essence gone 
away. After all "I haven't seen anything in the papers" . 
While it is certainly true that many big-city papers have 
carried next to nothing about sightings in the couple of 
years since the Condon report was issued, it i. clearly 
not at all true that UFOs are not being observed . One 
can judge that sightings are still occurring by reading 
the Flying Saucer Review, the APRO Bulletin, and the 
more limited distribution but still very useful publica
tions such as SKYLOOK (the publication of the Midwest 
UFO Network), DATA NET, the Kansas-Oklahoma News
letter, "Saucers, Space, and Science," etc. - to a.11 of 
which I personally subscribe . Perhaps a more objective 
evaluation of at least newspaper UFO publicity is possi
ble by examing the monthly clipping batch issued by Rod 
Dyke ($4/month from UFORC Research Committee, 
35Z1 S. W. I04th, Seattle, Washington, 98146) which 
typically includes about 15 tightly pac.ked le~al ~ize pages ~ 
of clippings about UFOs - almost entirely Slghtings -
from all over the world. I do not know how many clip
pings are not included but it is certainly clear the UFOs ~ 
haven't stopped being reported at least in local news-
papers. 
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I am firmly convinced that the problem hal not gone 
away but that the fraction of the total number of light
ingl which getl reported hal certaiDly deerealed - even 
if, al may well be the cale, the actual number of light
ingl occurring hal not. The rea.onl are quite .traight
forward. There first of all, il practically nowhere to 
report a sighting in mOlt parts of the country now that 
the Air Force Project Blue Book hal been clo.ed. 
Secondly, many large circulation new.paperl have taken 
an anti-UFO editorialltand lince the Condon report 
which means that even if a lightiJlg were reported to a 
paper, it would take an unulual amount of courage for a 
reporter to try to do a thorough inveltigation lince the 
editor's view is probably that everything il more import
ant than a crackpot UFO Itory. Thu., we have the 
paradox that the newl media are more reluctant to dig 
into UFOs at a time when more people than ever believe 
in their exiltence . 

There is a related myth that the paperl have con
spired not to treat the UFO lubject serioully - perhapi 
at the connivance of the Air Force or CIA. All I can lay 
to this is that my own experience would leem to contra
dict this notion. I have received "straight" and friendly 
coverage of my views about UFO reality in several 
dozen newspapers across the country from New York to 
Hawaii. I have even had a couple of cartoOns drawn 
"in my honor" with no hint of ridicule of my positive 
definite views on UFOs. Several stories about me have 
also gone out on the news wires so I can definitely say 
that no conspiracy exists and that probably the real 
problem is that not enough respectable, professional 
scientists and engineers and politicians have been willing 
to speak out. The newspapers are looking for new ideas, 
new approaches, and new views on all subjects. The 
UFO kooks and quacks ~ot plenty of publicity in davs /Jone 
by but really haven't said anything new in years that 
seems at all reasonable to the skeptical, cynical news
man. I would certainly encourage all investigators who 
can-solidly back up what they believe to speak out force
fully and accurately. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This paper is an attempt to stimulate thinking by 
confronting some of the myths and mysteries prevalent 
about UFOs on a semi-personal basis rather than from 
a totally detached, uninvolved scientific viewpoint. 
Many of the ideas contained herein will be discuued in 
much more detail in a book on which I am presently 
working - hopefully for publication within a year. If the 
comments plus the references listed below stimulate even 
a few of the readers to plunge into the Earth Excursion 
Module world with minds soaring and fears quelled, I 
have no doubts that they will find the water invigorating 
and the mind expansion rewarding . 

, 
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